BOSS RC-30 LOOP STATION
TRAINING GUIDE
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1. FEATURES

- Three hour stereo recording time
- 99 loop locations
- Two recording tracks allow simultaneous playback of two loops at a time
- Built-in Rhythm guide w/ 10 drum patterns in a wide variety of styles
- Five loop playback effects for processing loops on the fly
- USB port for importing/ exporting loops or WAV files
- Auto-quantize for perfect loop length
- Auto-start for convenient loop recording
- Loop tempo can be changed in real time without changing pitch
- Undo and redo functions can remove or restore last overdub
- Phrase and rhythm tempo can be changed by tap tempo
- Phrases can be switched via optional footswitches
- $418.40 List, $299 MAP
2. QUICK DEMO

The Quick Demo is a way to get a customer interested in a product in less than 60 seconds.

Before You Start

1. Connect the RC-30’s MONO OUTPUT to the clean channel of a good amp, such as a Roland JC-120 or other pro quality amp.

2. Plug a guitar into the MONO INPUT of the RC-30.

The Quick Demo

Show the Two Recording Tracks

1. Press the MEMORY UP/DOWN buttons to select an empty phrase. (A phrase with audio already in it will show a dot to the right of the number.)

2. Press a SELECT button to select a recording track.

3. Press the LEFT pedal to record a loop on this track.

4. Select the other track by either pressing the SELECT button or holding down the RIGHT pedal for two seconds. Press the LEFT pedal to record a loop on this track.

5. Press both SELECT buttons to play back both tracks.

6. Press the RIGHT pedal to stop playback.
Show the Loop Effects

1. Press the MEMORY UP/DOWN buttons to select an existing loop.

2. Press the LOOP FX ON/OFF button to turn on an effect.

3. Press the TYPE BUTTON to select an effect.

4. Press the LEFT pedal to play the loop.

5. Press the RIGHT pedal to stop playback.
3. **FIVE THINGS TO KNOW and SHOW**

1. Three hours of stereo looping

2. Two recording tracks allow playback of two loops at the same time

3. USB port for loop import/export

4. Five Loop effects

5. 99 onboard memory locations

4. **ACCESSORIES**

1. BOSS PSA-120S AC Adapter

2. FS-6 Dual Footswitch or 2 x BOSS FS-5U Footswitches

3. Roland PCS-31L cable